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ABSTRACT We describe a new implantable hearing-aid output device, a piezoelectric bellows

round-window driver (PBRD), which is expected to be unaffected by external magnetic fields. The core

elements of the PBRD are a piezoelectric element and a gold-coated copper bellows of low stiffness

that transmits piezoelectric displacements, without significant attenuation, to the round window (RW).

We analyzed structural and mechanical vibrations when confirming bellows transmission efficiency using

a finite element model simulation. The PBRD was bench-tested under no-load conditions to determine its

frequency response characteristics. We compared the outputs of the PBRD and a commercial floating-mass

transducer in situ in human cadaveric temporal bones with responses measured using a laser Doppler

vibrometer. PBRD outputs were excellent at both low (0.1–0.7 kHz) and high (2–16 kHz) frequencies;

thus, the PBRD has the potential to compensate for conductive and/or sensorineural hearing loss. The

frequency-response performance of the PBRD is better than that of conventional RW drivers (actuators or

transducers).

INDEX TERMS Piezoelectric bellows round-window driver (PBRD), middle-ear implants, finite element

analysis, human temporal bone, conductive or sensorineural hearing loss.

I. INTRODUCTION

Middle-ear implants that transmit vibrations using small

transducers have been widely employed to compensate

for conductive and/or sensorineural hearing loss [1]–[9].

Middle-ear implants allow high-quality speech discrimina-

tion, and many reports have indicated that patients favor

implants over conventional hearing aids [10]–[13]. The

floating-mass transducer (FMT) of Vibrant Soundbridge

(VSB, MED-El Inc.) is a middle-ear implant clinically used

and studied [14]–[16]. Usually, the FMT is installed onto the

short or long process of the incus, and stimulates the cochlea

through the oval window [17]. However, this is not possible if

the ossicular chain is lost to disease or deformity. Thus, FMTs

have been placed in the round window (RW) niche [18]–[20].

However, the low-frequency (below 1 kHz) output to the
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RW is poor [21], [22]. Also, as the FMT contains a magnet

and a coil, it may be affected by environmental magnetic

fields.

The implantable RW-driving tri-coil bellows trans-

ducer (TCBT) of Shin et al. features three coils, a three-pole

magnet, and a miniaturized bellows [23]. With the TCBT,

the poor low-frequency output characteristics of the FMT

can be avoided. This is due to the TCBT housing being

fixed, not floating, which is associated with excellent output

characteristics from 0.1 to 10 kHz. The TCBT is small

(diameter 1.75 mm and length 2.3 mm) and thus easy to

implant. The three-pole magnet minimizes (but does not

eliminate) the effects of environmental magnetic fields; both

the FMT and TCBT are likely to be affected by strong fields

such as from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [24], [25].

Indeed, the MRI safety of middle-ear output devices is

one of the most important issues to resolve to significantly

improve the practicality of middle-ear implants. Therefore,
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a transducer exhibiting good frequency characteristics and

immunity to environmental magnetic fields is required.

Here, we present a novel RW-drive transducer, the

piezoelectric bellows RW driver (PBRD), which has a

vibrating bellows similar in exterior design to our earlier

TCBT [23], but incorporates a piezoelectric element that

is unaffected by external magnetic fields. Finite-element

analysis (FEA) showed that our device using a bellows has

superior vibration-transmission efficiency as compared to a

version with a flat circular membrane. We built and bench-

tested our PBRD, in terms of output characteristics, under no-

load conditions. The PBRD showed a flat frequency response

from 0.1 to 16 kHz. Finally, we present a comparison of

the output characteristics of the FMT and PBRD in human

cadaveric temporal bones, and show that the PBRD is able to

vibrate the RW with higher efficiency than the FMT.

II. THE PBRD DESIGN

A. STRUCTURE OF THE PBRD

The PBRD is installed at the RW niche, like the FMT, but

the fixing methods differ (Fig. 1) [26]. Usually, the FMT is

wrapped in biological fascia prior to niche positioning, and

the entire FMT vibrates [27]. However, the vibrations are

not unidirectional, and only some vibrations reach the RW.

In contrast, the bottom or side of the PBRD titanium housing

is fixed to nearby bone. The PBRD therefore only vibrates at

one end, the bellows, and all vibrations reach the RW.

FIGURE 1. The floating mass transducer (FMT) (left) and piezoelectric
bellows round window driver (PBRD) (right) installed at the round
window (RW) niche [26].

The PBRD structure is shown in Fig. 2(a). The PBRD

features a bellows, a ceramic-tip, a piezoelectric element,

and a titanium housing. Considering the previous research

results on RW-niche volume [28], the overall size of the

PBRDwas designed to not exceed amaximum outer diameter

of 1.75 mm and length of 3 mm [Fig. 2(b)]. When a voltage

is applied, the piezoelectric element (fixed to the bottom

of the housing) expands or contracts only in the direction

of the bellows. To ensure attenuation-free transmission of

the piezoelectric displacement to the RW, the vibration

membrane must be of low stiffness. Thus, we employed a

bellows, not a flat circular membrane, as explained below.

B. MECHANICAL VIBRATIONAL ANALYSIS

The equations yielding the respective spring rates (stiff-

nesses) of a flat circular membrane and bellows are as

FIGURE 2. (a) The PBRD components and (b) a PBRD cross-section.

follows:

kf =
4.189Ef 3t f
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) (
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2

)2
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where kf is the membrane spring rate, Ef is the Young’s

modulus, tf is the material thickness, νf is the Poisson’s ratio,

and Df is the outer diameter [29]; and

kb =
1.7DbEbt

3
bn

w3
bcf N

(2)

where kb is the bellows spring rate, Db is the outer diameter,

Eb is the Young’s modulus, tb is the material thickness, n is

the ply number, wb is the corrugation height, Cf is a design

factor, and N is the number of corrugations [23], [30].

The parameters exerting the greatest influence on stiffness

are the material thickness and outer diameter. The membrane

stiffness is closely related to the outer diameter, increasing

as the diameter decreases and as the material becomes

thicker. As the diameter of a flat circular membrane

decreases, its stiffness rises markedly because the stiffness is

inversely proportional to the square of the diameter [Eq. (1)].

Therefore, a flat circular membrane of high stiffness affords

minimal displacement. By contrast, the stiffness of a bellows

is directly proportional to the outer diameter, not inversely

proportional to the square thereof [Eq. (2)]. Therefore, for

smaller diameters the bellows displacement is greater than

that of a flat circular membrane.

We subjected both a flat circular membrane and a

corrugated bellows to FEA software COMSOLMultiphysics

5.4 (Fig. 3a). The 3D model only represented the compo-

nents that affect the vibrational analysis. The flat circular

membrane and bellows were of identical outer diameter

(1.75 mm) and material thickness (7.6 µm). All compo-

nents were configured using the solid-mechanics routine

of the structure-mechanics sub-module, then combined with

the ‘‘form union’’ command. The material properties of

the flat circular membrane (316L stainless steel), bellows
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(gold-plated copper), ceramic tip (Al2O3), and piezoelectric

element (elasticity and coupling matrix of PZT-5H using

built-in values) used in the FEA had the following features:

a membrane density of 8000 kg/m3, membrane Poisson’s

ratio of 0.28; membrane Young’s modulus of 128E9 N/m2,

bellows density of 8960 kg/m3, bellows Poisson’s ratio

of 0.355, bellows Young’s modulus of 119E9 N/m2,

ceramic-tip density of 3800 kg/m3, ceramic-tip Poisson’s

ratio of 0.22, ceramic-tip Young’s modulus of 375E9 N/m2.

The piezoelectric element was chosen to ensure that the

vibrational displacements (160 nm at 3 Vp from 0.1 to

16 kHz) were all directed toward the membrane using

the electrostatics routine. The edges of the flat circular

membrane, the trim of the bellows, and the bottom of

the piezoelectric element were all immobilized using a

defined ‘‘fixed constraint’’. The mesh types for the 3D

models of the flat circular membrane and bellows were

both set to ‘‘free tetrahedral’’. The respective mesh-element

parameters for the flat circular membrane and bellowsmodels

include maximum element sizes of 0.221 and 0.192 mm,

minimum element sizes of 0.0033 and 0.0036 mm, maximum

element growth rates of 1.5 and 1.45, curvature factors

of 0.6 and 0.5, and narrow-region resolutions of 0.5 and

0.6. The respective meshes of the two models consisted

of 65,317 and 150,705 domain elements, 12,020 and

69,790 boundary elements, and 560 and 4,292 edge elements.

Solid mechanics and electrostatics were coupled using a

piezoelectric-effect routine, and then static and dynamic

analyses were performed. The vibrational displacement of

the piezoelectric element was transferred (without loss) to

the flat circular membrane or the bellows via the cylindrical

ceramic tip. The upper panels of Fig. 3(b) show the von

Mises stress distributions (based on the static-analysis results)

for the flat circular membrane and bellows, with respective

surface averages of 1.06E6 and 5.03E5 N/m2. The respective

vibrational displacements calculated at the surface centers

[bottom panel of Fig. 3(b)] averaged 140 and 147 nm (based

on the dynamic-analysis results). The flat circular membrane

reduced the vibrational displacement of the piezoelectric

element by approximately 12%, whereas the bellows only

reduced it by approximately 8%. In summary, a driver

(transducer) featuring a flat circular membrane requires more

input voltage to generate the same displacement as a driver

employing a bellows. Thus, we incorporated a bellows into

our PBRD.

We performed mechanical-vibration analyses to optimize

the number of bellows corrugations. The guidelines of the

manufacturer (Servometer Inc., Cedar Grove, NJ, USA)

indicate that the outer-to-inner diameter ratio should be at

least 0.6. For a bellows with an outer diameter of 1.75 mm,

the width of one corrugation (i.e., the inner + outer groove

widths) must be at least 0.18 mm. In addition, the material

thickness should be at least 7.6 µm. Thus informed, we set

the outer diameter and thickness to 1.75 mm and 7.6 µm,

respectively, and analyzed the frequency-sweep responses

FIGURE 3. (a) Finite element analysis (FEA) models of a flat circular
membrane (left) and bellows (right), and (b) the FEA results.

when the number of corrugations ranged from one to five

(Fig. 4). The input vibration displacement (320 nm at

6 Vp) was that of the piezoelectric element (PAZ-10-0079;

Murata Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Kyoto, Japan) used in the

PBRD. The use of only one or two corrugations reduced the

displacement of the bellows surface by approximately 8% and

5%, respectively. The use of three, four, or five corrugations

eliminated the transmission loss (the attenuation). We used

three corrugations to minimize the length of the PBRD.
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FIGURE 4. Mechanical vibrations (displacement) produced by bellows
with different numbers of corrugations.

III. FABRICATION AND TESTING OF THE PBRD

A. FABRICATION OF THE PBRD

We fabricated the optimum bellows as revealed by the FEA

results. The vibration-generating piezoelectric element was

the PAZ-10-0079 (width 0.9 mm, height 0.9 mm, and depth

1.6 mm) made by Murata Manufacturing Co. Ltd. The

bellows was custom-made by Servometer Inc., guided by the

FEA data. The bellows shape is that of the analytical model

in Fig. 5(a). The outer diameter is 1.75 mm, the height is

0.5 mm (excluding the trim height), the thickness is 7.6 µm,

and the bellows has three corrugations. The bellows was

fabricated from copper and then covered with gold; thus,

it cannot be affected by an external magnetic field. A titanium

housing (diameter 1.75mm and length 2.1mm) and a ceramic

tip (diameter 0.6 mm and length 0.8 mm) were machined.

The PBRD was meticulously assembled under a microscope

[Fig. 5(b)]. The bottom of the piezoelectric element was

glued to the inner bottom of the titanium housing using

cyanoacrylate. The elements, ceramic tip, and bellows were

similarly glued together, and cyanoacrylate was employed to

seal the bellows trim to the outer wall of the titanium housing.

We assessed the frequency-response characteristics of the

PBRD by measuring its vibrations using a fast Fourier-

transform (FFT)-based data acquisition system (consisting of

an NI PXI-4461 board operating in an NI PXI-1042 chassis

FIGURE 5. (a) The implemented bellows, and (b) the fabricated PBRD.

made by National Instruments Corp., Austin, TX, USA) with

a 96-kHz sampling rate and 8,192 FFT points, and a laser

Doppler vibrometer (LDV; i.e., an OFV-551 sensor head and

OFV-5000 controller made by Polytec GmbH, Waldbronn,

Germany). Sinusoidal signals drove the PBRD and the LDV

measured the vibrations, with the PBRD operating under the

no-load condition. The bottom of the PBRD housing was

fixed to an anti-vibration table (using cyanoacrylate glue)

to ensure that all vibrations generated by the piezoelectric

element reached the bellows. The measurement system

then applied a constant voltage (6 Vp) to the PBRD.

The frequency-response characteristics were measured by the

LDV aimed at the center of the bellows surface (Fig. 6). The

frequency-response characteristics of the PBRD (red line)

and piezoelectric element (black line) were nearly identical,

which confirms the FEA prediction of no attenuation of the

piezoelectric vibration. In addition, to verify the FEA result,

it was compared against the frequency response for a version

of the device manufactured with a flat circular membrane

(blue line). When compared with the frequency response

characteristics of PBRD, it was confirmed that the output

magnitude of all frequency bands was reduced by an average

of 15%.

B. CADAVERIC EXPERIMENTS

To verify the usefulness of the PBRD, we compared its output

characteristics to those of an FMT using human cadaveric
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FIGURE 6. No-load frequency-response characteristics of the
piezoelectric element, the driver with bellows (PBRD), and the driver with
a flat circular membrane, for a 6 Vp stimulus.

temporal bones. These experiments were conducted at the

OtoBiomechanics Laboratory of the Massachusetts Eye &

Ear in Boston,MA, USA. CustomLabVIEW-based (National

Instruments Corp.) measurement software (SyncAv version

0.30) was used to control the data acquisition hardware in

order to generate a sequence of tones from 0.1 to 16 kHz to

drive either an ear-canal speaker or the transducer under test,

and then record measurements of the stapes velocity from the

LDV and, for the sound-driven measurements, the pressure

in the ear canal using a probe-tube microphone (ER-7c,

Etymotic Research, Inc., Elk Grove Village, IL, USA). The

experimental setup is shown in Fig. 7.

FIGURE 7. Measurement setup using human temporal bones.

Five normal human temporal bones (TBs) with no history

of ear disease (TB1–5) were used. Each was harvested and

frozen within 24 h of death, then thawed before use in the

experiments. A mastoidectomy was performed on each bone

to open the facial recess and provide access to the RW

niche. The bony overhang around the perimeter of the RW

membrane was reduced to facilitate coupling of the PBRD

and FMT to the RW membrane. To establish the baseline

sound-driven response of each TB, sound was presented via

a speaker coupled to a speculum inserted into the shortened

bony ear canal and the sound pressure near the eardrum was

measured with the probe-tube microphone. The velocity of

the stapes in response to an ear-canal sound pressure of 94 dB

SPL (1 Pa) was measured using the LDV (Fig. 8). The upper

and lower limits from the ASTM F2504-05 standard, relevant

to evaluating implantable hearing aids using TBs, are also

shown for comparison (red dotted lines). Themeasured stapes

responses from the five TBs fall mostly within this reference

range up through 4 kHz.

FIGURE 8. Stapes-velocity measurements in five temporal bones (TB1–5),
as driven by a 94-dB-SPL (1 Pa) acoustic stimulus in the ear canal.

To ensure that the PBRD transmitted vibrations to the RW,

it was positioned between the RW and inferior hypotympanic

wall. To minimize damage to the RW membrane and to

better couple its vibrations to the RW, soft tissue was

placed between the RW membrane and the PBRD. The

non-moving end of the PBRD housing was fixed to the

inferior bony wall using bone wax. After applying a constant

6 Vp stimulus to the PBRD, the stapes velocity was measured

using the LDV. To confirm that the PBRD output was linear,

all measurements were repeated with the applied voltage

decreased in 10-dB steps (i.e., 6, 2, 0.67, and 0.2 Vp). The

PBRD was then carefully removed without damaging the

RW membrane, and the FMT was positioned in the same

location. To stabilize the position of the FMT, soft Jeltrate

material (Dentsply Caulk, Milford, DE, USA) was placed

between the free end of the FMT and the hypotympanic

bony wall, which allowed the whole FMT to vibrate. The

experiment was repeated with voltages varying from 0.3 to

0.01 Vp, in decreasing 10-dB steps (i.e., 0.3, 0.1, 0.033, and

0.01 Vp). Fig. 9 plots the frequency responses for the two

transducer types at the various input voltages for all five

TBs. Fig. 10 presents the data of Fig. 9 in terms of velocity

versus voltage for selected frequencies, thus illustrating the

linearity characteristics of the PBRD and FMT. Specifically,

the plot shows the average stapes velocity of the five TBs at

six octave-spaced frequencies from 0.5 to 16 kHz.
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FIGURE 9. Stapes-velocity frequency-response characteristics when the
RW was stimulated with the aid of the PBRD and FMT for (a) TB1, (b) TB2,
(c) TB3, (d) TB4, and (e) TB5.

IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

We here describe a novel transducer for stimulating the RW,

the PRBD, which is expected to be unaffected by environ-

mental magnetic fields. To ensure that the displacements of

its piezoelectric element were not attenuated on their way

to the RW, we used a nonmagnetic copper-based bellows

of low stiffness. With the aid of FEA, we compared the

FIGURE 10. Linearity metrics of the PBRD and FMT for various
frequencies based on the results in Fig. 9. The plotted stapes-velocity
values are averaged from all five TBs.

vibration-transmission efficiencies of the bellows against

a design with a flat circular membrane and found that

the bellows design was superior. We bench-tested the

PBRD under no-load conditions and confirmed its theo-

retical frequency-response characteristics. We additionally

measured the output characteristics of the PBRD and FMT

characteristics using TBs. As shown in Fig. 10, the PBRD,

like the FMT, satisfies an essential characteristic of a

transducer; i.e., the output varies linearly with respect to the

input voltage.

FIGURE 11. Ratio of the PBRD to FMT output for each TB. The PBRD
outperforms the FMT when the lines are above the gray dashed line, and
worse when below it.

The output magnitudes of the PBRD and FMT are

compared for the TB tests by plotting the PBRD/FMT ratios

(Fig. 11). The solid red line is the average output ratio for

all TBs (TB1–5). The PBRD output was higher than that

of the FMT for all frequencies, on average, except for the

0.8 to 2 kHz range where the FMT resonated and did better.

However, as a fixed-type transducer, the PBRD transmits its

vibrations to the RW more efficiently than the floating-mass

type of the FMT, and the PBRD output characteristics

were excellent in the low-frequency region (solid red line

in Fig. 11). The PBRD output was also higher than the FMT

at frequencies above 2 kHz, which is a beneficial range for

enhancing speech recognition and treating high-frequency
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sensorineural hearing loss. In conclusion, the PBRD has

the advantages of not being affected by external magnetic

fields, and having better frequency-response characteristics

than conventional RW drivers. However, as shown in Fig. 11,

the output magnitude of the PBRD is somewhat lower

than that of the FMT in the mid-band region (0.8–2 kHz).

To improve the performance of the PBRD, we will exploit

mechanical resonance to increase its mid-band output and

reduce its driving voltage.
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